
World Environment Day held on 05.06.2019 

 

  



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
World Environment Day is celebrated at Special Economic Zone, Visakhapatnam on 5th June 

2019 in association with M/s. Synergies Castings Limited 

 

Shri A Rama Mohan Reddy, IFS, Development Commissioner, VSEZ and Shri Vasanta Kiran 

Babu, IFS, Jt. Development Commissioner, VSEZ, Shri R.V. Pradhamesh, IRS Dy. 

Commissioner Customs, Smt O. Phani, Dy. Development Commissioner, VSEZ, Prasanna 

Kumar ADC and all other senior officers of VSEZ,   Plant Heads, CEOs/COOs/ and senior 

representative of the Units and Unit Association Members and other Officers and Staff have 

participated in the programme.   On the occasion Shri A Rama Mohan Reddy has planted 

Saplings of Plumeria an evergreen ornamental plant and also inaugurated “Swachhtha Toilets” 

and unveiled a plaque and thrown open Plumeria garden for public in the Zone.  All the 

participants have planted saplings to the tune of 2750 on the ocassion. As part of the World 

Environment Day Celebrations a function was organized in the premises of the Executive 

Canteen, VSEZ to honour those units and the individuals who made commendable outstanding 

contribution to the development of Greenery in the Units and also maintaining the Swachhata 

the Zone.  On the occasion of World Environment Day, Development Commissioner has 

distributed saplings and plants to all the Units and requested them to plant the same in the 

premises of the units and requested to take proper care of the plants.  The Development 

Commissioner has presented Vigilance to Fire Awards to the Security personnel who took 



timely action to prevent and having controlled a fire which could have otherwise turned a major 

accident in the zone.   Outstanding contribution Awards were also presented to M/s.Synergies 

Castings Limited, M/s.Hobel Bellows Co, Dr.Reddy’s Laboratories Limited, M/s.Fysolate 

Technologies Limited for their great contribution to the Development of Greenery and 

cleanliness activities in the zone. Thereafter, Shri Vasanta Kiran Babu, Jt. Development 

Commissioner, has briefed the participants about the developmental activities, infrastructure 

improvements and improvement of roads, drains and support facilities and greenery taken up in 

the Zone as a priority activity.  He has also informed that M/s.Synergies Castings Limited have 

planted nearly 2000 saplings in their units and the surroundings of their unit and contributed in a 

big way to the zones greenery as part of world environment day.    Speaking on the occasion, 

the Development Commissioner has thanked all the participants who have at short notice taken 

their valuable time to participate in the plantation programme and made the programme a grand 

success.   He stressed about the importance of Environment and the impact of environmental 

degradation on human beings.   He recollected and shared his experiences in the Forest 

Department, the efforts they made to protect flaura and fauna and conserve the environment. 

He expressed serious concern for extinction of certain rare species from the environment. He 

emphasized that all the individuals to take responsibility in protection of the environment.  He 

specially lauded the interest and enthusiasm of Shri Krishna Reddy, Additional Superintendent 

of Police(Retd) a Super Senior Citizen for his active participation at the age of 84 years in the 

plantation programme who has planted saplings.  To recognize his contribution to the 

development greenery and enthusiasm a special memento has been presented to Shri Krishna 

Reddy by the Joint Development Commissioner.    The Development Commissioner has also 

spoke about this year theme of “Beat Air Pollution” and gave a call to the units to save and 

protect the environment, and he also requested the units to give utmost importance to the 

clearance of garbage and for segregation of dry and waste separately/hazardous/non-

hazardous and for their proper disposal.   He has also requested the units to come forward with 

any new initiatives and suggestion for implementation of the same in the zone.    Speaking on 

the occasion Sh Reddy has lauded the contribution of zone to the Foreign Exchange during last 

year, which was to the tune of 74100 Crores. He also assured that the Battery operated vehicles 

will be run inside the zone shortly to create pollution free environment.    He assured that the 

Zone will be made into a Green and Clean zone in the country. He specially thanked 

M/s.Synergies Castings Limited and their management for coming forward and shouldered the 

entire responsibility of convening the activity. 

                                                    * * * 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


